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PREFACE

Beware those who would give you false knowledge, bad advice, and those who would choose to 
manipulate you by controlling your perception of reality. This will happen in all media (TV, movie, news, 
magazine, books, etc.) and online communication (including boards like 4chan). Their main goal is to present 
you with carefully constructed ideas and media (images, videos, sounds) aimed at changing your outlook and 
thus your actions in the world. The media they make portrays a false reality but may be constructed of small 
truths organized in an artifical fashion to lead the victim to a false conclusion. Sometimes they may choose to 
manipulate you by withholding information, such as the censorship of crime statistics and selective atteention 
in reporting. Another avenue of atteack is through education, wherein they put their ideas into the classroom 
and teach it to children while they are in the stage where they will believe anything.

White Man cannot be competed with directly, and thus he must be tied down with metaphysical 
ropes that are implanted in his mind through manipulation. What you believe, you can achieve. What you 
believe not, you will not. And thus if White Man cannot be perturbed from external forces the enemy must, and 
does, atteempt to subvert him from the inside via sabotaging his worldview. The enemy wishes for you to be 
weak, demoralized and confused.

“Racism” and “racists” are new concepts, “racism” being introduced in 1902 and not becoming 
popular until 1930s, designed to weaken the Whites and empower blacks. It’s as if someone wanted you to stop 
breathing so they called you a “breathist” and tried to make you feel guilty about breathing. Same thing with 
“racist.” They don’t want you to use your natural ability of discrimination because blacks cannot compete, and 
this allows them to victimize you without fear of retaliation.

All groups do and are expected to take care of their own, except for Whites. Whites are told that 
they must not be “racist” and that they must give their resources to people that are outside their group and 
who would do harm to the White Man if given the chance.

Using the information provided herein you should be able to have a more realistic view of the 
current world situation and can adjust your behavior and beliefs accordingly.
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INTELLIGENCE
  (or lack thereof)

Summary: Naggers are stupid and this is independent of external factors.









CRIME

Summary: Naggers commit massive, massive amounts of violent crime. It’s all either censored or 
simply not covered by the media. They target white people, but the justice system ignores their hatred.













       WOMEN

Summary: Black women find white men more attractive, and black men 
are jealous as hell.





GENERAL

Summary: Naggers are a dumb, violent, incapable and unaccomplished species.











Note: The pharaohs of Ancient Egypt were 
DNA tested and found to be white.















LITERATURE













VICTIMS
A tiny sampling to provide a glimpse 
into the nature of their crimes.



















REAL FACES

They say you can tell a lot by someone’s 
face. When you take the darkness away you 
can see their facial features. Let us see what 
they really look like.











ANTI-WHITE AGENDA
A global problem.





































CONCLUSION

The enemies want to destroy you by any means necessary.



             Thanks for reading.

Please share this vital information.


